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(For full writeup see my main 

Personal Learning
At the start of the semester, I began this research project as a continuation of my work 
at Oregon State University this past summer. At the time, I set out with the following 
schedule and list of goals/deliverables:

9/20 - Physical model parts ordered

9/27 - Muscle assembly and characterization

10/06 - Planar arm model assembeled

10/20 - Planar arm dataset collected

11/03 - Spatial arm model assembly & dataset collection

11/10 - Helical arm model assembly & dataset collection

11/24 - Model comparison metrics and results

12/16 - Paper rough draft

Now that we are at the end of the semester, I can see that while I was able to somewhat 
follow the schedule for the first half of the semester, finishing collection of the raw 
footage for a Planar Arm dataset by late October. However, there were a couple things 
that happened afterwards that threw me significantly off schedule:

It took me a not-insignificant amount of time to setup and use TagSLAM and write 
automation scripts.

While I had collected a dataset on-time, the experiment setup and muscle 
attachement hardware was poorly designed and and not very robust. The robot arm 
had to be held down by my foot while I inflated and deflated it. Redesigning and 
fabricating all the parts ended up taking a significant amount of time.

Finally, to present at the symposium I ended up dedicating an entire week’s worth of 
work time to creating the poster.
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Part of the learning experience with this project is the fact that this is really the first time 
I’ve had to work on a hardware-focused project in over two years. It took a while to not 
only get used to having to do a significant amount of CAD and fabrication work, but to 
also relearn how to get over the activation energy of starting to work on the hardware. 
Initially, the thought of doing CAD work filled me with dread, which lead to me finishing 
the software work first, while leaving the bulk of my design and fabrication work for the 
last three weeks of the semester.

Overall, over this project I’ve definitely sharpened a lot more of my hardware skills and 
ability to manage hardware projects, while also keeping my software, robotics math, and 
ROS skills fresh.


